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About This Game

Grab your friends, neighbors, extended family and that handsome cashier from the grocery store and get ready for some sweet,
award-winning, couch and online multiplayer. With your trusty bow, shoot, dodge and deflect arrows in this zany isometric

archery game.

2-4 frenemies can duke it out both locally and online, or at the same time! With tons of unique levels, and utterly devastating
power ups to smite your enemies, such as explosive rockets, electric tesla coils and leg-chomping bear traps, the term bows and

arrows has never been used this loosely!
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If you’re looking to mend any friendships ruined in the arena, there’s a fully co-operative survival mode as well. 1-4 archers can
team up to defeat waves of menacing bears that come packaged with with an arsenal of axes, cannons and spear rifles. Compete

for the highscores with a combo multiplier, and the unpredictable power-up spinner!

As if battling your friends or waves of killer bears wasn’t hard enough, you’ll also have to watch your step. Whether it's the edge
of a skyscraper, a mischievous lazer eye, or a rampaging boulder, the environments in which you decimate your fellow archers

can be as treacherous as your foes.

What’s the point of being the best bow-and-arrow-shooter around if you don’t look good while doing it? Every battle in Arrow
Heads rewards players with bird seed. Save up enough and you can unlock new birds to play as, fancier bows and bizarre

projectiles that can be loosely defined as ‘arrows’.

Take an arrow to the face early in the round? Don’t worry, in Arrow Heads you’re able to get your vengeance from beyond the
grave by flopping! Throw your corpse around mindlessly, slap your enemies in the face with your noodly arms to stun them, or
even take arrows for that one guy who you sort of have an alliance with. Does it make sense? That’s debatable. Is it fun? Also

debat-- YES!
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This game is so fun!! :D (but i really wish there was online arcade and more players.) Great game tho!. A really fun game for
you and your friends. Once you get used to the controls (which went pretty fast for me) you will have a blast. You can play
single-player mode in a wave or search for a online game. I'd recommend playing it with your friends though!. Really fun game
if u wanna just sit there and play and have a laugh with your friends this is the game for you
. Update:

A few more notes I want to mention as I've played this game more.

I've spent a lot of time on the single player. It's fun to play for an hour or two at a time no problem. It may seem boring at the
beginning, but like most other wave-based games, the waves get more difficult as you progress through them. And that's what
keeps bringing me back. As I mentioned in my original review, it does get chaotic.

It's true that this game's local multiplayer is what shines. If you're looking for a local multiplayer game, then this is one I'd
definitely recommend. If you want a game you can still play even once all your friends leave, then this game offers that. If you
plan on never touching multiplayer mode, unless you enjoy facing wave after wave of enemies, this may not be your type of
game.

Original:

I had a blast playing this game!

It's still new, so I understand the lack of online community. I'm hoping that changes, because multiplayer is a blast. I played
local multiplayer at a local Toronto convention and even facing off against random people there was awesome! It didn't matter
than I always kept losing. How can you not enjoy getting shot and then flopping around trying to annoy the person who shot you
and stopping them from getting the win?

In terms of the single player, I enjoyed it. Yes, it is similar to most other games that have waves of enemies coming at you, but
the projectile aiming gives it a different dimension. Maybe because my aim isn't great, but the sheer craziness of it all was great.
Power-ups are very handy in the multiplayer arena, but they've still managed to include them in the single player to give it some
variety.

This is definitely a game I'll continue to play. I can play offline multiplayer and single player, and as the community grows, I'll
be playing more online.. This is a really fun game, I have to admit, but I never connect to a server when I try to, please fix this..
Very nice game to play with friends would recommend. Great game! Whens it coming out in Polish?. Arrow Heads is a blast! I
first played it at PAX 2017--it's lightning quick to pick up and loaded with advanced moves to learn. Dodging arrows and
landing clutch headshots feels amazing!! I really dig the co-op mode too, sometimes you just want to work together to snipe
some marauding bears. If you're on the fence, grab it--I need more cannon fodder to slay online... :). From what I played, seems
to be very good right now. Online seemed smooth and the gameplay so far is a perfect mix of fair and "What Why". I will
update this soon, but it's great for what i played. Glad there is a singleplayer wave mode too, great for a game like this. A great
advancement from the itchio demo!

Update: Have played more games, and I have stuff to say. A friend complained of input lag, but he was running intel integrated.
Some levels have walls you can fire through, which is ridiculous. Some hitboxes are wonky (beartraps). Some bugs persist,
notably an elevator bug. The high ground and instakills possible in some levels is a little silly. The dash that can daze you feels a
bit op, with no way to counter, really. Internet play seems ok. It's still fun, and well made, so i still recommend it.

Update 2: Note to Devs: Please, please, please refine the animations- the running animation looks all weird and so does the
jump. It really looks not great. It's a minor ish complaint, but I still think it's important.

Update 3: Online is broken? Tried to play it with a friend online but it don't work. RIP my money. At least there's multiplayer?.
Very fun game, especially with a few friends!
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Very nice game to play with friends would recommend. I can't play this game it is the defftion of cancer i got it on sale and still
regret it.. Really fun game to play with friends, nice to have for a couch game party!. Very nice game to play with friends would
recommend. Very nice game to play with friends would recommend. I buy this to see how good is the Sheridan College game
design degree program, because I am also a game developer.

Pros.
I still believe their design school is very good at digital arts and animation. This game have a very good expression of music and
sound effects. The game settings and user interface is okish. I know this game is very polish and skillfully made comparing to
the other small games, but the design concept seems too much of a simple acrade game for $17. This game is only good to play
with your friends if you cannot find any online multiple players to play with you.
Cons.
This game is only fun when this game is a multiple player or when you are playing this game with your friends. But, in this game
there is almost always never have any other online players. So, I end up beating the high score easily with around a 982 score,
because I find out a easy way to aim at the opponent by running towards in front of your enemy and shoot in front of their faces.
Warning it is hard to aim in this game. I think this game worth around $5, because you felt very lonely in this game when you
keep on dying, if you cannot really find any teammates to help you in each of the battle waves. I thought their game design
school is better with their design and business concept. I think their demo video and their artworks is too attractive to make you
buy this game.
Feedback.
I hope they will update more newer content that will be better for a solo player, when you cannot find any friends to play with
you in this game.. So I really like this game. It's a ton of fun with 4 people all hanging out on a couch.
Unfortunately there's virtually no one online and the hoard mode feel kind of janky. The standard mode also lacks bots to play
with and I don't know if there's a stage select
I'm disappointed there's no one to play with, but I won't refund it because I know this game is a blast with local play
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